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N A P L E S D A I LY N E W S

Lee judge tosses suit vs. Corkscrew plan for 1,325 homes
By Maryann Batlle

But the judge gave the ECCL and a coalition 20 days to amend and reﬁle the suit.

A Lee County circuit court
judge has tossed a lawsuit that
challenged a proposal for a gated community known as Corkscrew Farms.
But the decision is not final
yet. In her order dated Tuesday,
Circuit Judge Alane Laboda gave
the two groups that filed the suit
20 days to amend and refile it or
her dismissal will stand.
The Estero Council of Community Leaders and the Responsible Growth Management Coalition filed the lawsuit against
Lee County in December.
Cameratta Cos., which has

proposed developing the community, added itself to the lawsuit as a defendant.
The complaint challenged
how the county came to grant
Cameratta Cos. permission to
build as many as 1,325 homes on
a property in a density-restricted groundwater resource area
known as the DRGR.
The proposed project often is
referred to as Corkscrew Farms,
but Cameratta Cos. has named it
The Place at Corkscrew.
Cameratta has promised the
county on-site perks, such as
700 acres of preservation land
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in about $784,000 in donations. Its chairman is Tom
Feeney, a former state legislator and U.S. representative from the Orlando
area.
Its chief contributor
is Associated Industries
of Florida, another Feeney creation, a lobbying
group that bills itself as the
“Voice of Business.”
It also reports contributions of $104,000 from
Florida Crystals Sugar and
$5,000 from U.S. Sugar.
It’s those donations that
most concern John Spear,
a former Bonita Springs
City Council member
who supported McIntosh
for mayor.
“Has Simmons made
promises to U.S. Sugar to
be their ‘Effective Representative?’ How can Simmons fight for cleaner water on our beaches while
his old friends at U.S.
Sugar pump their dirty
polluted water straight to
our beaches and estuaries?” Spear asked in a letter submitted to the Bonita
Banner earlier this month.

and a few acres for a new fire
district station.
In her order, Laboda stated
she dismissed the case because
the ECCL and RGMC failed to
establish they had any “legally
recognized rights” to sue.
“Plaintiffs do not live adjacent
to the planned development.
The complaint alleges only that
some members frequently use
the lands near the property for
‘wildlife’ observation, birding,
recreation and educational purposes,” Laboda’s order states.
“(They) do not allege that these
members would be unable to

The $20,000 expenditure for
mailers and telemarketing was
made Feb. 24. ... However, Bonita
Springs Mayor-elect Peter
Simmons says he won’t be
inﬂuenced by the support
of the PAC and U.S. Sugar.
The $20,000 expenditure for mailers and
telemarketing was made
Feb. 24.
Spear suspects more
money went to support
Simmons after that date,
but finance reports for that
later time period won’t be
due until April 11.
Simmons says he won’t
be influenced by the support of the PAC and U.S.
Sugar.
He lists working with
other area mayors to stop
discharges of water from
Lake Okeechobee into the
Caloosahatchee River as
one of his top priorities.
That entails sending
more water south of the
lake through the area
farmed by the sugar companies. Simmons says he
supports that approach.
“Let the water flow

south,” he said.
As unseemly as Tallahassee PAC money in a
local election might seem,
it’s perfectly legal for committees to get involved. In
politics, money equates to
free speech, and the freedom to sing the praises of
a candidate isn’t limited by
geography.
The best antidote for
whatever problems outside money poses is transparency. Knowing where
a candidate’s support is
coming from and judging
their performance accordingly is the public’s best
way of holding their officials accountable.
Connect with Brent Batten at
brent.batten@naplesnews.com,
on Twitter@NDN_BrentBatten
and at facebook.com/ndn
brentbatten.
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continue these activities once
the subject property was developed, or that the development
of the subject’s property would
in any way diminish their use of
those other areas.”
Laboda ruled the ECCL and
RGMC complaint was filed on
time, rejecting Lee County’s argument that it was late.
She also found Lee’s ordinance that outlines how people
can appeal and challenge development orders in the county fails
to follow state law.
Lee County’s ordinance lacks
“procedure for exchange of witnesses or exhibits, or deposition
of witnesses,” which is a requirement in Florida, according to Laboda’s order.

Michael D. Jacob, managing
assistant county attorney, wrote
in an email to commissioners
Wednesday that he expects Laboda’s order is the end of the
lawsuit.
“However, we’ll be prepared
to respond accordingly to any future filings,” Jacob’s email states.
In an emailed statement, Cameratta Cos. founder Joe Cameratta praised Laboda’s order.
“From the beginning, my family and I have stood behind this
project,” Cameratta is quoted as
having said. “This project does
a lot of good.”
Ralf Brookes, a lawyer who
represents the ECCL and the
RGMC in the lawsuit, did not
return a request for comment.
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possible to drum up support for Trump.
“I’m going to talk to everyone I can, just
like I talked to my daughters this morning, and say, ‘Let’s think about what we
want,’ ” Scott said. “The only way were
going to do this is if we coalesce now and
get behind (Trump).”
Scott also told Van Susteren he would
not ask U.S. Sen. Ted Cruz, R-Texas, or
Ohio Gov. John Kasich to drop out of
the race. He also would not say whether
he was interested in a position within
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Lee Memorial voluntarily consented to probation in early December after the April death of John
“Jamie” Donaldson, 40, a
Cape Coral resident who
was donating a kidney to
his ailing father.
Donaldson bled to death
because a clamp or staple
failed to seal the renal artery stump after his left
kidney was removed, according to an autopsy by
the Lee County Medical
Examiner’s Office.
There was a small cut

Trump’s administration.
“I like the job I have now,” Scott said, later
adding he was frustrated by the federal government telling him “how to do my job.”
Scott’s interest in Trump first surfaced in
a letter he wrote that was published Jan. 6
in USA Today. Scott wrote that Trump has
captured the frustration Americans feel after seven years of President Barack Obama.
Call Daily News reporter arek.sarkissian@
naplesnews.com or 850-559-7620

to the aorta just below the
left renal artery, but that
cut had been closed by a
staple. His death was ruled
accidental.
Gulf Coast, a 349-bed
hospital run by Lee Memorial near Metro and
Daniels parkways, voluntarily suspended kidney
transplants with living
donors April 21, five days
after Donaldson’s death.
The suspension remains
in place.
Gulf Coast canceled
four scheduled transplants
with living donors after
the voluntary suspension,
and two patients went
elsewhere.

The professional standards committee for
UNOS is a peer-reviewed
body, and parts of meetings in which hospital
transplant programs are
discussed are not open to
the public, Paschke said.
Correspondence from
hospitals is confidential,
she added.
UNOS releases information about a transplant
program status when a
program is removed or
placed on probation, or becomes “not in good standing,” she said.
The UNOS body next
will meet June 6-7 in Richmond.
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